2014 has been another exciting and successful year for Carterton School. Our
students and staff have taken part in a huge range of activities: academic,
sporting and cultural. They have represented us proudly at school and in the
wider community. With the Board of Trustees, parents, staff and students we
are developing an exciting digital strategy to ensure we are connected to the
world. Our Ākonga Māori classes will expand from one to three in 2015.
A school is about the people who are involved with it, with the children being at
the heart. Having the positive support of fantastic teachers, support staff,
whanau and the community makes Carterton School a wonderful place to
learn and grow.
Thank you to everyone who has contributed to our fabulous school over 2014.
Alison Woollard
Principal
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THE GALA..
The Gala had lots of stands like...
Splat the rat, Bully-free-Me Stand, Spinning Wheel, Book
Stand, Food Trucks, Lucky Dip, Teddy Throw, Face Paint,
Deseret Stands AND MUCH MORE
Splat the Rat

Gymnastics

Splat The Rat is where someone puts a Rat through the
tube and when it comes out you try and hit it.

This year in Term 3 we did

Teddy Throw

Gymnastics at PE time.

You get the 3 balls to throw at a teddy that you want. Then
if you hit the teddy you get it.

It was really fun.

Bully-free-Me

There was the...
2. Beam.

There are tops that say Bully-Free-Me and bands there are
all different colours and sizes. You have to say something
about bullying

3. Trampoline.

Spinning wheel

4. Rolls station

You buy a number like 46 or 23 and then someone spins
the wheel then if it lands on your number you win a prize.

1. Volt

We did gymnastics for 4 weeks
It seems like a long time but it
Really wasn’t I think some of us would have
liked t do it for a bit longer because it was
really fun
By Leonora & Krysta.

SO HAVE FUN NEXT TIME
By Lilia & Hannah

Matharapa
Matharapa is a maths competition for year 5s 6s 7s and 8s from
primary schools in South Wairarapa.
In each team there is 3 members who have to work as a
team on difficult problems and equations
At the end everyone gets a goodie bag that
Contains 2 chocolate,3 lollies, a pen and a
Notebook
We left around 11:30 and saw the year 7 and 8s came in.
At 12:10 we got back to school and had lunch.

Rugby 7’s
This year in term 2 we had a
7 side tackle rugby
tournament. We won all the
games to get to the finals. In
the finals we faced St. Teresa.
When the
whistle blew it was 12 all. We had to do
sudden death. We were the first to score a try
so we won the tournament. We won tickets to
the hurricanes vs. chiefs. It was awesome.
By Nahum and Jack B

Carterton school students had so much fun:)
Written by Matthew William and Lachie

White Ribbon Ride
The White Ribbon Ride came to school a couple of
weeks ago and talked to us about preventing
violence against females. They also bought
their motorbikes, which they showed us. We
had a lot of fun and then they showed us how to deal
with someone if they stole something. They took off their
jackets and put their fists up ready for battle they charged at
each other and said, “Hot cross buns, hot cross buns - one a
penny two a penny hot cross buns!” It was soo funny! We
had a great time and at the end they rode around the field,
showing off their bikes. They are an inspiration to us all. By
Adam, Jonty and Jack M

Space night we did different activities
like looking In to a telescope and looking into Jupiter the moon and Saturn and
Neptune.

On the Zoo trip at the Wellington zoo we learnt a lot
about Lions, tigers, sun bears, gibbons, giraffes, Tasmanian devils, chimpanzee cockatoo baboon wallaby red
panda , kiwi, tuatara, otters and blue penguins. You
learn so much at Wellington Zoo.
By Ben Neeco and Grayson

Camp Kaitoke
In Term 4 Team Matai went on camp to Camp Kaitoke. All of Team Matai enjoyed it so much we all
want to go back! There were so many fun activities to do including horse riding, archery,
abseiling, kayaking, raft building, challenge course and uhf radios. Unfortunately it was to
windy to do horse riding so instead we had to do bush skills which definitely made up for
it!
At Camp Kaitoke we had cabins to sleep in. They were Girl cabins and Boy cabins. They all
had six beds and lots of room for gear.
We played an all camp game called Prey and Predators. It was really fun and our adrenalin rushing. Prey and Predators is played like this there are three categories, chicken, bear
and t-Rex. They all star got off with a certain amount of lives that are bottle caps. T-Rex’s
can tag bears and chickens, bears can only tag chickens and chickens can only run away.
Then there are parental dangers which can tag everyone except them. When you’re
tagged you have to hand the person that tagged you one life (a bottle cap) after five
minutes we swapped over and start again as a new character. To know what other people
were (animals) we would all have face paint. There were 3 different colours, blue, orange, and brown.
Blue started off as a chicken, orange started off as a bear and brown started off as T-Rex.
The food was MAGNIFICENT on the first night we had chicken and peas and corn and for dessert we
had little Pavlova cakes. The second night we had nachos YUMMY for dessert we had Banoffi pie.
On Monday night we played spotlight at 9:00 then after two games we went to bed.
Every night we wrote in diary about the day we just had. After we had wrote each night we did a really
fun team activity. On the first night we did a wearable arts festival. What happened was we had certain
items we were given and we had to create two outfits. Evening Wear and Kai Moana were the two
outfit categories. We had to choose two models to show these outfits designed and created by the activity groups to the judges. It was really fun! On the second night we had a ‘Team Matai’s Got Talent’.
Each activity group had to perform. IT WAS AMAZING!!!!!
If you want to go on an awesome camp come to Camp Kaitoke!!!
From Emma H and Maisy

Emma Rose—Producer

Tiirus Hocquard—Host

Lachie Blathwayt—Host

Madeleine Forest-Programme
Manager

Pyper MacGregor-Foster—Host
Michael Hobbs—Techie / Host

Helen Kearney—Host

Alexis Wilson—Techie

Radio
Carterton School has a radio show. We are called Carterton School Radio Show
and we’re also known as CSRS. We have already recorded four shows. Our radio
crew has 8 main people: The Producer, The Programme Manager, the two Techys
and the four Hosts. We record our shows with Arrow FM on 92.7once a month to
be played in the following month with Veronica. Arrow FM also lets us borrow
recording devices if we need them. We go around the classes and get people to do
an item such as a song, a story or maybe even an interview. We are very lucky to
have an empty room to record in and a school full of talented people. Each show
we have recorded has just been better and better. We have been adding back
ground sounds and music so the show is more interesting. I love doing the radio
show. I can’t wait to do it again.
Emma Rose – CSRS Producer

Te Rōpu Kapahaka Tuakana o
Taratahi 2014
To us, Kapahaka is about celebrating our culture
and kotahitanga –unity, and that is exactly what
we all do… joining together as one and striving for
excellence, participating to the best we can be.
Standing strong, even when the learning is
challenging. Everyone’s special qualities, and
everyone’s contribution is amazing! United
together as one, with everyone putting great
effort, commitment and love into their
performing, working hard, and enjoying what we
do – this is what makes us so strong and there is
such amazing energy and passion that touches
everyone’s heart. Thanks for making the year such
a special and amazing one for us all! You are all
absolutely amazing! Tumeke koutou katoa! Tino
pai rawa atu! Whaea Lesley

Brock

Luke

Football/Soccer a great
sport but I prefer rugby
A lot of people love soccer
but not my sport bro.
- Luke

While singing a
cheerful tune,
the boy ran
quickly up the
steep staircase.
- Brock

James

Josie

We are standing in a line waiting to
be welcomed into the marae. The
people of the marae have just
came out of the whanui.
We stand quietly waiting for Grace
to start the karanga.
She starts leaving the the people of
the mare to respond to us. - Josie

My Special Place, Riversdale
Woosh! I hear the sound of waves and I know we are at my
favourite beach. I hop out of the car and I can feel the
baking hot sand, soft sand under my feet. I walk along to
the edge of the freezing water. It rushes towards me and
wets my ankles. I look out and see lots of clear blue water. I
could look at this view for a very long time but I have to help
set up our picnic spot.
I start running back to the picnic blanket. My feet start to get
dry from the sand. When we finish unpacking I have a drink
of water which is very enjoyable since it is very cold. I go
back to the sea and hop in until it is up to my stomach. I
dive under the water and see some crabs scuttling along the
sand and lots of shells. I come back up and start swimming
around because the water is freezing. I've finished
swimming but as I stand up a giant wave knocks me back
into the chilly water. I get back up and get dried off in the
blazing hot sun. I sit in the warm soft sand and start to draw
some patterns. I just lie in the sand but I get too hot so I go
back in the water and get cooled off. I hold my and go under
the fresh water to look at all the shells. I hear a voice so I
have to go home now. I will never forget this day at
Riversdale beach. - James

Shadow

Alyssa

I walk through the
mouth of the marae,
I see my ancestors on
the tikotiko,
I feel proud.
- Shadow

Fun
Awesome, exiting,
Playing, laughing, drawing,
Pets, family, holidays, weekends,
Smiling, dancing, caring,
Happy, cheerful,
Games
-Alyssa

Ella

Mania

Amethyst

Waves crash over my feet
sand in between my feet
building sandcastles with my friends
swimming in the sea
having lots of fun
- Mania

Paige

Melissa

Fly high
So high
we look like ants
Fly high ‘til the day
I die
- Paige
Mountains
Big, rough
Green, white, steep
Trail, long, deep, cold
Running, searching, diving
Big, blue
Water
- Melissa

Plane, plane
in the sky
Flying high
Higher and
higher
- Ella
Rolling waves, sun on my eyes.
Don’t have a care, eating pies.
From one island, to another.
Me and my Cuzzie,
laughing with each other.
Holiday time, swimming in the sun.
Making memories, and having fun.
- Amethyst

Charlie

Karl’ee

Matthew

Roisin

The horn beeps it’s time to board, off into
the sea,
There’s places to see and things to do,
All aboard we hear them shout off we go to
have some…
FUN, FUN, FUN.
- Shontae

Papawai marae
gate standing strong for ever
Hikurangi te wharenui
Te Waipounamu te Wharekai.
Papawai Marae waharoa tu
kaha tu tonu hikurangi te
wharenui te waipounanu te
wharekai.
- Karl’ee

I can feel the calm cold wind brush the warm
crunchy silver sand on to my wet feet. Out in
the deep blue sea, I can see the dolphins
playing together. I push my feet into the wet
grainy sand. A wave comes. It gently pushes
on my feet. I start running to the big magical
rock pools to play with the small crabs. I can
smell the fresh salt-water breeze calmly pass
by. My sister and I start playing in the waves.
Crash! bang! The waves are crashing on to the
foamy salt water underneath the big wave. my
sister and I dive under the gigantic wave with
our shiny new boogie boards. The sun is
beaming on my back while I am playing on the
warm crunchy silver sand. It is a ten out of ten
for Mataikona Beach! - Charlie

Shontae

People in the plane
love flying with Air New Zealand
all those houses below us
now we are in a new country
early next week I’ll be going back again.
- Matt

Sitting on the plane
I look out the window
Big white puffy clouds,
kind of like marshmallows
Sun, bright sun!
Ohh the lollies are coming round
- Roisin

Bonnie

Briar

Step by step, I hear
everyone's footsteps
while we are going into
the Marae but wait we
have to wait while they
do the karanga boom
boom my heart is
pumping then suddenly I
hear Grace to the
karanga... phew!! it’s
finished that was an
Amazing experience.
- Briar

Watch me run downfield,
turning back for a pass
That ball is mine!
I catch it with my chest
I keep my hands away
I see the goalie in the
net
I shoot! I score!
- Bonnie

Taylah

Zane

Monster
Furry, hairy
Stomp, eat, growl
Pest, pet, creature, beast
Bite, chew, swallow
Fat, full
Giant
- Taylah

Sitting on the comfy chair looking at the blue sea,
The beautiful blue sea, motionless amazing
I look at the tall snowy majestic mountains
and white snow sprinkled on every hill top.
Its beautiful
Its amazing
Its the beautiful life we live in.
- Ben

Cold mornings wet grass
soccer balls lots of kicks
goals scored lots of points
whistle blows end of game
hip hip hooray.
- Zane

Ben

Raewyn Harnden

Memories
Some sad - some happy
Some funny!
Amazing kids
Friends - some very
special
Learning and sharing
Moving forward
to make even more
exciting memories!
- Mrs Harnden

Jacob

Tayla

Harrison

Soccer is fun because you kick
the ball
you save the ball
and you tackle so hard! Harrison

Monster
Hairy, ugly
Nasty, cuddly, fluffy
Large, fast
Loud
- Jacob

Mareikura

Wendy Mackay

On a sandy beach
Splish Splash everyone
Running around in the water
Flags waving everywhere
Sandcastles
What a beautiful day on the beach
- Mareikura

My special place is Carrington Park because I can
remember the memories of our family going there having
great times having picnics. At Carrington Park we get hurt
of course - that's what happens naturally. The sun always
beaming on my back as I race down the slide .My arms are
trembling as I swing like a monkey across the bars. The
park has lots of different things there are loops, curls,
waves, all sorts of things. The rain comes down as I whoosh
past the skate park bowl, rain slashing at my back. I see
some people ask to play and they say OK. I play with them
as we both whoosh down the flying fox hill as the sun is
reflecting on my sparkling mirror in my dirty old pocket.
We go in the old rickety hamster wheel. As we sprint as
fast as we can my friend falls and starts laughing as the rain
comes falling down. I am sprinting as the rain is punching
me as harder than ever before. I am worried I might slip
but just before I am about to slip the rain stops. I stop. It is
silent and I think that was the most amazing thing that
happened in my whole entire life. - by Tayla

Matthew

BOAT float
boat swim
boat have
adventures
- Matthew

Jordan

Trinity

I like soccer because you
learn more skills so you can
do it in the game
the other team then knows
that you are good at soccer .
- Jordan

As I step on to the gravely, stony Ngawi sand I can hear
the crunch. As my feet go down, I can hear the crashing
waves against the huge, jagged, algae covered rocks. I
see seagulls looking for a delicious meal and a container
ship sailing past to a distant land. I take a deep breath of
salty smelling air. The gale force wind blows my hair in my
face. I can see the lighthouse glowing in the distance and
there are people clambering over the rocks looking at the
gorgeous crab filled rock pools. I run after the waves as
they wash up on the shore. I love Ngawi, it’s such a
beautiful place in New Zealand. Our pearl at the bottom of
the world - Alexis

Alexis

Drifting through the sky
looking out into the open
I think to myself
what a wonderful day
then I drift ot sleep
and dream of the lovely silence
while I’m in the air - Laura
We go down to the beach
with our bags packed with sun
screen lotion
hands rubbing peoples backs in
slow motion
then lets go have some fun
we should all run down to the water
and go for a swim in the seawater
and then run back up to have picnic
with our family.
- Trinity

Laura

Lilly

Beach blue brown
swing jump run
- Lilly

Maia

Flying on the plane zooming
through the air the wings so
big and wide its beautiful up
here. - Maia
Monsters
Large, furry
Stomp, loud. roar
Bear, troll, goat. boar
Hide, scary, run
Big, ugly
Creature
-Laura

Laura

Mia

Splish splash in the salty &
blue shimmering water.
Waves crashing down onto the
soft & grainy sand.
Running & playing on the
beach with my brother &
sister.
Having competitions of who
can build the craziest sand
castle:)
- Mia

Solomon

Darline

Jayden

The sun is shining
I’m out at the beach feet on
the burning sand
In the heat
Out swimming with my family
- Jayden

The silence when we walked
in the marae’s mouth.
- Darline

I’ve got the ball.
I kick it to my teammate
who then passes it back
I kick the ball towards the
goal and shut my eyes yay!
I hear then I open my eyes
and the ball is in the goal
- Solomon

Jayde

Tayla

Jemima

Pyper

Jonty

Sammy

I threw the line out
suddenly I caught a big whale
It was a beached whale
Beached as bro.
- Sammy

Please can we go to America
Light to see in the morning
Airline in the incredible sky
New Zealand I’m going to miss you
Ending of the trip no I loved that
trip
- Tayla
Monster
Hairy, furry
Eat, sleep, strong
Pest, bite, growly, loud
Shew, swallow, ugly
Fat, full
- Pyper
Hungry

People standing doing the
karanga
And also respecting the
environment
Paper blowing - I pick it up
After I see more I go to the
Water, it is calm and relaxing
A while later
I see an eel, I catch it!
-Jayde

I sprint into the glistening sea with Mackenzie
following me we carry the kayaks down the black tyre
stairs our feet sink in the golden Castle point sand. The
kayak started sinking in the sand as well so we quickly
throw our bright towels on the big rocks so they don’t
get wet. We dip our warm toes in the freezing cold
sea. Making memories we jump on to the kayak, I start
rowing I start to puff my arms are hurting so we stop in
the middle of the deep blue sea. A big giant wave
comes over the top of our orange kayak we fall off and
dive under then float back up i look at Mackenzie our
smiles turn into giggles. - Jemima

Mum
helpful beautiful
wash sing dance
girl mum student green
work grumble dig
smelly stinky
Dad
- Jonty

Hannah

Flynn

Emily

Mitchell

Hovering above the soft
clouds that remind me of
fluffy cotton wool
looking down reminds me
of little blocks and houses
made of Lego
I’m excited to reach my
destination the plane
slowly gliding down - Flynn

Flying through the sky on
a wonderful day seeing
the countries and cities
“oh we’re about to land”
so I buckle up we slowly
drift down till we reach
the ground.
- Hannah

When I go to the beach, I can smell the
salt in the air.
I pick up some sea shells from the warm
water.
I feel the wind blow in my hair.
On my feet I can feel seaweed and the
sand between my toes.
I love the smells at the beach
They stay in my memory long after we go.
By Emily

Dylan

I can lead the
haka and do
the pukana. Dylan

Briar

As we lift up from the
ground
My eardrums “POP”
and my feet start to tingle
as I mingle with the
person behind me
- Briar

Sporty
opposite teams
clever to play
capable to play a sport
easy to play
real fun - Mitchell

Jo Taia

Caitlin

Phoenix

“You have brains in
your head. You have
feet in your shoes. You
can steer yourself any
direction you choose.
You're on your own.
And you know what
you know. And YOU
are the one who'll
decide where to go...”
Ms Taia (thanks to Dr.
Seuss)

George

Here I am at my special place. I sprint to the sand, it is solid
and smooth. I keep running on it. I leave footprints that show
the grainy sand underneath. I look down, I see the golden
sand sparkling in my eyes. Then I look up at the glistening
waves. I see the big waves getting smaller and smaller. I go
and grab my red bucket and fill it up with bubbly, blue sea
water. I tip it over my head. Here comes my family and
friend. They have a picnic basket and blanket. I race up to
them. They have ice-cream cones. I lick the cold ice-cream
and it freezes my teeth. I crunch on the cone. It takes the
cold away. I feel much better. I ask my friend to go down to
the beach and play. She says yes. We both go down. We
splash each other. We get tired. We go back to the beach
house and have dinner. We go back down to the beach and
build a MASSIVE sandcastle. Too bad it will be gone
tomorrow. We have the tiny dogs with us. We go up to the
tall red and white lighthouse. We walk up the long stairs and
we get higher and higher I get more excited. I touch the
lighthouse. It feels bumpy. I never want to leave my special
place Castlepoint. - by Caitlin

The beach so hot and
sunny
where it barely rains at all
you can laugh play and crack
a funny
oh how I love to go to the BEACH !!!
- Phoenix

Jenny Urbani

Sean

The breeze at the
beach blows briskly.
- Sean

Soccer is
Oh so fun
Cause
Corners are
Extremely
Really awesome.
- George

